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Abstract - This paper describes the characteristics of a
portable, real-time system used for nonperturbational
measurements of stability in boiling water reactors. The
algorithm used in this system estimates the closed-loop
asymptotic decay ratio using only the naturally occurring
neutron noise and it is based on the univariate
autoregressive methodology.

INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this paper is to present our experience in the development of
a real-time boiling water reactor (BWR) stability measurement system. This
portable system is the culmination of several years of research in the BWR
stability field, and it has been applied already in two series of stability

- tests. In this paper, the technical foundations for BWR stability measurements
- using noise analysis are presented first, followed by some details of the
-— implementation of the stability monitor. The results of two tests using this
^ monitor are given, along with results from a previous set of stability tests
under singfe-loop operating conditions.

- The present real-time measurement system is not intended to be used for
continuous stability monitoring in a reactor. Its main purpose is to perform
on-demand tests whenever a confirmation of the reactor stability is needed to
satisfy either regulatory or operational concerns. Noise-based stability

. measurement systems are not well suited for continuous monitoring for two
'reasons: Reactor stability is a function mostly of the void-fraction
•distribution in the core, and it only becomes relevant for safe operation at very
'high power to flow ratios (for instance, at natural circulation) that typically
correspond to unusual nonsteady state operating conditions. Second, these
stability measurement systems yield stochastic results, which need to be averaged
over a period of 10 to 30 minutes to obtain reasonable accuracy. Thus, by the
time a continuous stability monitoring system alerts the operator that he is
approaching an unstable condition, the reactor has probably scrammed. There is a
need, though, for on-demand tests to confirm the reactor stability under
operating conditions that are not well understood. For instance, stability tests
might be required to evaluate the effect of new fuel types, to determine the
reactor's stability under unusual conditions, or to confirm the results of
computer calculations.

•Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. for the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR214000.
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Within the above context, our objective was to develop a portable system that
would produce, in an automatic mode, an on-line estimate of the reactor
stability.

BWR STABILITY BACKGROUND
Under normal operating conditions, BWRs are absolutely stable and controllable.
Only high-power-density BWRs are susceptible to instabilities and only when
operated at power-to-flow ratios that result in high void fractions.
Nevertheless, the possibility of experiencing these instabilities is real, and
they have been observed in at least three commercial BWRs (Waaranpera and
Anderson, 1981; Sandoz and Chen, 1983; Gialdi and colleagues, 1984). For this
reason, United States utilities are required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
to evaluate the reactor stability for every reload core unless plant technical
specifications provide for monitoring of neutron flux oscillations in the
so-called limit-cycle "Detect and Suppress" (D&S) region. This region is defined
by these specifications and commonly lies below the 40% flow line and above the
80% rod control line, within this region, the reactor operator must monitor
average and local power oscillations to detect instabilities. Should
instabilities occur, they should be suppressed either by inserting control rods
or by increasing recirculation pump speed.

Stability tests have bean performed for calculation benchmark purposes or for
verification of reactor stability under special operating conditions (March-Leuba
and colleagues, 1984 and 1986), and new tests are planned. When an instability
was reached in previous tests, the reactor safety was not compromised, and
calculations showed that fuel integrity would be maintained even if the power
oscillations were more severe than those observed. However, a real-time estimate
of the reactor stability during such tests is desirable to avoid unforeseen
problems. In this manner, reactor operation in the DSS region can be
accomplished safely, because a real-time stability estimate can warn of the
approach to an unstable condition before limit cycle power oscillations are
established.

The underlying cause for the observed BWR instabilities is the coolant density
reactivity feedback. This is a negative feedback, and, as such, the reactor is
normally stable. With high core void fractions, though, this feedback becomes so
strong that it induces oscillations at a frequency of -0.5 Hz. As the strength
of feedback increases, the oscillations become more pronounced and an oscillatory
type of instability can be reached. In the frequency domain, these oscillations
correspond to a resonance, which is obvious in the reactivity-to-power transfer
function at a frequency of -0.5 Hz (Fig. 1).

The parameter of merit for stability calculations or measurements is the
asymptotic decay ratio (DR), which is defined as the limit of a series formed by
the ratios between consecutive maxima in the impulse response of the dynamic
system (March-Leuba and Smith, 1985). The asymptotic DR is directly related to
the position of the most unstable pair of complex poles, and it is a well-defined
quantity in the sense that the system is guaranteed to be stable as long as the
DR is less than 1.0. This is not the case with the apparent DR (defined as the
ratio between the second and first peaks) that is not directly related to the
system's stability (March-Leuba and Smith, 1985).

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BWR NOISE AND STABILITY
Experience has shown that BWR neutron noise has two main components: The first
is dominant at frequencies higher than 1 Hz and its main characteristic is that
it is axially correlated but radially uncorrelated. The second component, which
is dominant at low frequencies, is correlated both a;:ially and radially;
moreover, it oscillates in phase all over the core and is correlated with process
variables such as core flow and pressure. The main characteristic of the
correlated component of BWR noise is a resonance at -0.5 Hz, which has been shown
to correspond to the resonance in the reactor transfer function (March-Leuba,
1984).

It is believed that the major source of BWR noise is the formation, collapse, and
transport of steam voids in the reactor core. The voids modify neutron
absorption and thermalization, thereby introducing perturbations in cross
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sections and, thus, in the neutron density as seen by the in-core
detectors. Mathematically, this can be written as

(1)

where n(u) = neutron noise, D(u>) = detector field of view, G(u) = reactor
transfer function, p («) = reactivity source term, and v(u) = additive neutron
noise not due to reactivity changes. In terms of the above interpretation, v(u)
represents the uncorrelated part of the neutron noise, while the first term of
Eq. (1) represents the correlated part.

The reactor's stability is determined by the most unstable pair of conjugate
poles of G(u). Thus, assuming Eq. (1) holds, the neutron no.se contains
information about the reactor's stability because the poles of G(u) are a subset
of the poles of n(u). This can be seen better with a numerical example: Assume
that G(u) = l. / (-<j2 + aju + b) , D(u>) = 1 . , t> (u) = 1. / (-u2 + cju + d), and
v(u) = 1. / {-u2 + ejw + f). Using Eq. (1), the neutron noise becomes

n(u>) = (-̂  + aju + b) (-»* + cjw + d) (-û  + ejw + f) ' ( 2 )

where P(u) is a polynomial in ju. Equation (2) states the mathematical basis for
stability measurements using neutron noise. This equation tells us that the
poles of the reactor transfer function are part of the poles of the neutron noise
(except in the unlikely event that the zeros of P(w) cancel any of these poles);
therefore, the stability of G(u) can be guaranteed if n{u>) is stable.
Unfortunately the poles of the reactivity source [?(«)], the uncorrelated noise
[v(u)], and the detector field of view [D(w)] are also part of n(u); thus if an
instability is detected in n(«), it could be due to oscillations in the
reactivity source and not have anything to do with the reactor transfer function.
For this reason, this type of measurement is sometimes referred to as the
"output" stability, because it corresponds to the output of a dynamical system
under particular excitation conditions and not to the system itself. In all
cases, though, the "output" stability of n(u) estimates conservatively the
stability of G(o>) .

ALGORITHM TO MEASURE BWR STABILITY
In the previous section, we have justified why the stability of a BWR can be
estimated simply by analyzing the output noise. In this section we address the
problem of how to accomplish this.

Equation 1 is an overly simplistic view of the world of BWR dynamics. BVfRs are
very complex "dynamic machines" that require extensive mathematical models to
represent them; for instance, Fig. 2 shows a more realistic dynamic model of a
BWR with multiple noise sources. Nevertheless, without regard to the model
complexity, the basic principles of the previous section apply, and it can be
shown that an equivalent mathematical model exists that contains all the dynamic
information of the complete system, in the sense that both this model and the
system have the same poles. This model is the equivalent of Eq. (2) in the
previous section.

A technique commonly used to generate this equivalent mathematical model is the
univariate autoregressive (AR) model. When properly applied, AR models extract
all the dynamic information from the signal in terms of model parameters and
leave a residual white noise. Then, following the arguments presented in the
previous section, the stability of the AR model corresponds to the system's
"output" stability under the current driving sources. This "output" stability
represents, in a conservative fashion, the stability of the reactor transfer —
function.

Several methods have been developed to obtain the asymptotic DR from the AR
parameters. The most straightforward method is to generate the AR impulse
response and to measure the DR directly, while another method consists of a pole _
search in the Fourier transform of the AR model. All methods work well under Ĵ
ideal conditions, but fail in specific situations. The approach taken for this
implementation was described by March-Leuba and Smith (1985) and consists of
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of BWR dynamics and equivalent
mathematical model.

estimating the asymptotic DR in three different ways; then, an "optimal" estimate
is chosen among the three based on heuristic rules.

The algorithm to estimate the asymptotic DR from neutron noise measurements can
be summarized in the following steps:

(1) Compute the autocorrelation function of the average power range monitor
(APRM) signal.

(2) Estimate the apparent DR of the autocorrelation function.
(3) Compute the AR model of "optimal" order.
(4) Estimate the asymptotic DR from:

(a) AR model impulse response.
(b) AR model frequency-domain pole search.

(6) Validate the DR estimates from steps 2, 4a, and 4b using heuristic rules
(e.g., the oscillation frequency must be between 0.3 and 0.8 Hz).

(5) Select the largest valid DR as the result. This is a conservative
estimate of the reactor's asymptotic DR.

THE REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION
The above algorithm has been implemented in the portable personal computer shown
in Fig. 3. The data acquisition hardware is a standard, commercially available

-' two-channel analyzer with computer controlled filters and amplifiers.

W The real-time characteristics of the present implementation of the algorithm are
achieved by computing short-term correlations (approximately one every 1.5
minutes) that are pooled to update the average correlation function, current-
and average-DRs are obtained from the current and average correlations,
respectively. When enough blocks have been sampled, the average DR should
converge to a value representative of the reactor stability. Unless the DR is
close to 1.0, the current-DR estimate always has poor statistical precision
because the amount of time needed to adequately determine the DR is inversely
proportional to the reactor's stability. The motivation for providing a real-
time current-DR estimate is to alert the operator of the approach to an unstable
condition during power maneuvering between test points.

The output of the present stability measurement system is mainly graphical.
Figure 4 presents a typical screen dump, which contains the current and average
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Table 1. Results of Susquehanna-2 and Grand Gulf-1 tests.

Test
point

SUSTLO
SUSSLO
GGTP1
GGTP2
GGTP4
GGTP6
GGTPB

Power
(MWth)

1970
1834
1997
2363
2257
1698
1745

Flow
(Mlb/hr)

46.8
43.9
44.4
50.5
44.3
29.8
33.6

Decay
ratio

0.23
0.37
0.31
0.32
0.32
0.35
0.37

Frequency
(Hz)

0.39
0.34
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.37
0.40

correlations along with the average power spectral density (PSD) and the
estimated DRs. A trend showing the convergence of the average-DR is also
displayed.

Since these DR estimates are based on a noise measurement, the results are
stochastic in nature and need to be averaged over a length of time. It is
important to emphasize the stochastic nature of the results by including an error
band for the estimates. Based on our studies, we have found that one of the
major sources of error in stability measurements is the determination of the
"optimal" model order. For this implementation, we have used the well-known
Akaike's information criterion (AIC) to determine the optimal order. The result
displayed, though, is an average of the DRs for five model orders (two above and
two below AIC's optimal order). This allows averaging process for the
calculation of an error estimate, which is obtained from the dispersion of the
five DR estimates. In addition, the statistical error is taken into account by
measuring the dispersion of the past current-DR estimates.

APPLICATION TO STABILITY TESTS
The present system has already been applied in two series of tests to evaluate
the stability of commercial BWRs (March-Leuba and Fry, 1987). The Susquehanna-2
tests were conducted in November 1986, and the Grand Gulf-1 tests were performed
in January 1987. The purpose of both tests was to evaluate the stability of the
new reload cores in the respective reactors. The results of the application of
the stability measurement system were very satisfactory. In both cases, it was
shown beyond reasonable doubt that the reactors were very stable. Table 1
contains a summary of the operating conditions, measured DRs, and oscillation
frequencies.

SINGLE-LOOP OPERATION
On February 1985, a series of tests were conducted in the Browns Ferry-1 reactor
to determine the source of a significant increase (on the order of 300%) in noise
magnitude observed while operating with only a recirculation loop active
(March-Leuba and colleagues, 1986). In particular, it was of interest to
determine whether this increase in noise was due to a possible core instability.

Single-loop operation (SLO) is not a normal condition of operation for BWRs.
While in SLO, the inactive loop becomes a parallel path to the core for the water
being pumped by the active loop. When the active loop flow is increased, the
lower plenum pressure can overcome the static pressure head of the inactive jet
pumps and, thus, establish reverse flow. Reverse flow through the inactive pumps
not only reduces flow through the core but causes turbulent cross flow in the
downcomer region and fluctuations in the vessel water level. The observed
increase in noise levels was postulated to result either from an increase in flow
noise level (due to the enlarged downcomer turbulence) or to an instability (due
to changes in thermohydraulic characteristics of the reactor vessel).

Analysis of the test data showed the reactor to be stable under SLO conditions
and the observed noise increase to be due to increased turbulence in the
downcomer region. Table 2 presents the test point conditions along with the main
results of this analysis: the DR and oscillation frequency. Test points BFTP0



Table 2. Results of crowns Ferry Single Loop tests

Test
point

BFTPO
BFTP1
BFTP2
BFTP3
BFTP4
BFTP6
BFTP7

Power
(MWth)

3185
2174
1769
1538
1792
1930
1779

Flow
(Mlb/hr)

104.0
57.4
38.9
32.8
46.2
53.3
53.3

Decay
ratio

0.29
0.34
0.45
0.53
0.39
0.34
0.38

Frequency
(HZ)

0.75
0.47
0.41
0.40
0.47
0.46
0.46

through BFTP3 represent two-loop operation (TLO), while tests BFTP4 through BFTP6
were conducted under SLO conditions. It can be observed in Table 2 that,
stability-wise, there is no significant difference between TLO and SLO.
Therefore, by applying the noise analysis stability measurement algorithm, we
were able to rule out instabilities as the cause of the noise level increases.

The main characteristics of the noise during both SLO and TLO are presented in
Figs. 5 (time domain) and 6 (frequency domain). These figures indicate that the
noise increased over a wide frequency range and affected all process variables.
By means of a transfer function and a coherence analysis, we were able to
identify the source of the observed noise increase as an increase in turbulence
or as possible water level oscillations in the downcomer region. Indeed, when
the flow-to-power transfer functions for SLO and TLO are compared for similar
power and flow conditions, they show a remarkable agreement even though the
magnitude of the noise is 300% higher in the SLO case (Fig. 7). These measured
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transfer functions also have the shape expected from theoretical analysis (e.g.,
compare Fig. 1 with Fig. 7). Note, though, that the measured transfer functions
are open-loop; thus, they cannot be used to obtain stability estimates, because
the open-loop flow-to-power transfer function lacks the recirculation loop
dynamics. Experimental evidence has shown that open-loop DRs can be as much as
50% smaller than closed-loop DRs (March-Leuba and Otaduy) 1985), and thus, they
are nonconservative estimates of the reactor stability.

SUMMARY
This paper presents our experiences related to the development and applications
of a real-time BWR stability measurement system that is based on a noise analysis
technique. The results of three series of stability tests in which this
technique was used have also been discussed. Overall, we are very satisfied with
the performance of the present system and expect that it will probably be used
again to evaluate the stability of commercial BWRs when there are doubts
regarding the accuracy of computer calculations due to abnormal operating
conditions, such as single-loop operation or new fuel types.
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